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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

Acquired Tracheoesophageal Fistula (TEF) is indeed a rare illness with not so much data available on it so far. There is a need for more data, and bigger studies on it for better assessment of treatment outcomes and improvement of treatment modalities. I congratulate the authors for compiling such data on these 12 patients which would add to the existing literature for intubation induced TEF. The manuscript, however, is in need for major improvements. First, great deal of language polishing is required in order to make it more scientific. Second, in the discussion part authors have mentioned the overall incidence of acquired TEF. It would be great if they can mention the rates of TEF in their patient population (example, what percentage of patients were intubated, and how many of them developed TEF) to better assess any increment in rates that authors have claimed. Third, there is need for inclusion of more data from literature.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
- Abstract conclusion: “The incidence of TEF has increased during the COVID-19 pandemic, we consider endoscopic treatment as an option.” I think we cannot draw a conclusion that the incidence has increased as there is no comparator. What one may say is that this is a complication that should not be overlooked or something that we should have a high clinical suspicion for. - One hundred percent change to all. - Need some grammatical touch up - For the images, suggest choosing several representative and presenting them as larger images for easier appreciation. Treatment images also the same comment - Are there fluoroscopy views/contrast studies to complement the endoscopic findings?